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 Families of conflict-missing hoping against hope  

NABIN KHATIWADA

JOGIMARA (DHADING), Dec 8: Before leaving their home
at Hekrang, Jogimara in Dhading in February 2002, Raj
Kumar and Surya Biswakarma had promised their father
Gyan Bahadur that they would return home to harvest millet
the next month. 

Gyan Bahadur spent 10 years with the hope that his sons
would come back one day, but they never returned. The
Biswakarma brothers, who were hired as laborers to build an
airport at Kotbada in Kalikot, were killed in a security
operation on February 24, 2002 along with 20 others.
Among the victims, 17 were from Jogimara alone. 
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The news about their killing spread all over the country by March in 2002. Gyan Bahadur as well as families of
other victims heard the news but could not believe it. 

“They had told me that they would return home by Mid March. I still do not believe they were killed,” Gyan
Bahadur says 12 years after the tragedy. “I first counted days, then months but years went by with the hope
that they would return home someday,” he added.

Caption:Conflict victims watch a documentary entitled “Don’t go so far”, produced by the International
Committee of the Red Cross, at Hekrang of Jogimara in Dhading last Friday. The documentary is based
on insurgency victims.(Photo Courtesy: ICRC)

Dhan Maya Praja, who lost her son Buddharaj in the same incident, says, “People told us he would never
return home. Everyone told us that he was killed. But how can a mother give up hope?” 

In November, 2012, International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) made an arrangement to the family
members of Kotbada victims to visit the place where their dear ones had been killed. The families met locals
at Kotbada, who showed them the place where their sons were buried. They paid homage to the departed
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souls and ultimately gave up hope that their sons would return home. 

“We could not see the bodies of our sons but we saw their graves. We performed their last rites giving up our
hope to see them again,” said Gyan Bahadur.

“We feel the agony of losing them every day. We are trying to console ourselves since we visited Kotbada,”
added Dhan Maya.

On the other hand, Tika Kandel, a 65-year old from Benighat of Dhading, still hopes that his youngest son
Amrit would return home soon. Amrit, who was studying at Saraswati Campus in Kathmandu, was reportedly
detained by security forces in October 2003 from Chabahil, Kathmandu. 

“I had reported the case at National Human Rights Commission. I had also filed habeas corpus case in the
court. However, I am still unaware of the whereabouts of my son,” said Kandel. “As some people have claimed
that he was at Bhairabnath Battalion of the Nepal Army until the Comprehensive Peace Accord was signed in
2006, I am hopeful my son will return,” he added.

According to the statistics of ICRC, as many as 1,347 families across the country have yet to know the
whereabouts of their family members, who went missing during the decade-long armed conflict. 

“As ICRC conducted a study in 2009 in 10 districts, we found that the first priority among the families of the
victims were to know the whereabouts of the missing kin while economic development was their second
priority,” said Sujen Man Maharjan, psychosocial field officer at ICRC Nepal Office.

Following the study, ICRC launched a comprehensive psychosocial support program called Hatemalo
Accompaniment Program for the families of missing persons in Nepal since 2010 and has covered 43 districts
till now.

The families of Kotbada victims have erected a pillar in the memory of their dear ones at Hekrang, Jogimara
with support from ICRC. While some are convinced that their dear ones have been killed, others are still
waiting for their dear ones to return home someday.
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